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Abstract—During past decades, the classroom scheduling problem has posed significant challenges to educational programmers

and teaching secretaries. In order to alleviate the burden of the programmers, this paper presents SmartClass, which allows the

programmers to solve this problem using web services. By introducing service-oriented architecture (SOA), SmartClass is able to

provide classroom scheduling services with back-stage design space exploration and greedy algorithms. Furthermore, the SmartClass

architecture can be dynamically coupled to different scheduling algorithms (e.g. Greedy, DSE, etc.) to fit in specific demands. A typical

case study demonstrates that SmartClass provides a new efficient paradigm to the traditional classroom scheduling problem,

which could achieve high flexibility by software services reuse and ease the burden of educational programmers. Evaluation results

on efficiency, overheads and scheduling performance demonstrate the SmartClass has lower scheduling overheads with

higher efficiency.

Index Terms—Services-oriented, classroom scheduling, resources modeling
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE classroom scheduling problem has been regarded as
one of the most important challenges for educational

programmers and teaching secretaries. In most cases, this is
still a manual process, especially in the developing coun-
tries with a large amount of students and lectures. During
the past decades, the problem has been concentrated and
widely conducted using computer-aid design (CAD) meth-
odology. However, due to that the classroom scheduling
has been long proved to be NP-Complete problem [1],
thereby the focus of current researches are shifting towards
more practical instead of optimal technical sound solutions.

Unfortunately, the growing complexity of the input factors
is posing significant challenges to solve the classroom sched-
uling problem. Several significant constrained factorsmust be
considered in the modeling: such as timing, teacher, lecture,
classroom, and students.Meanwhile, there are also additional
constraints such as the multimedia requirements and seats
constraints. It takes quite a lot of time and effort to make a
practical and high efficient classroom scheduling plan.

Learning from the current state-of-the-art disciplines, the
classroom scheduling problem is encountering following
serious challenges:

1) First, at a specific time, the classroom is solely
mapped to a certain class. That is, each class could
be mapped to only one room, while it is also
preferable to allocate all the lectures from a same
class to the exactly same classroom. This potential

requirement has increased the complexity of the
classroom scheduling scheme;

2) Second, if a conflict appears, e.g. no more available
classrooms, or no more available time slots, the sched-
uling method needs to roll back to previous solutions,
which has a strong effect on the partial finished sched-
uling plan, therebymay bring new conflicts;

3) Last but not least, the additional constraints, such as
the seat number and multimedia requirements also
need special consideration in the scheduling method.

To address the above problems, numerous researches
have been devoted to the scheduling problem. Most state-
of-the-art approaches normally utilize one or multiple fol-
lowing methodologies: integer linear programming (ILP),
greedy algorithm, simulator approach, graph theory, or
Lagrange etc. Due to the complex maze of the constraints,
most computing-aided-design methodologies encounter the
design-space-exploration problem; therefore how to design
a practical and scalable scheme is still one of the serious
challenges of the problem.

Considering the high-level overview, the classroom
scheduling problem can be modeled as a traditional
resource scheduling problem. Regarding all the classroom
resources as function units, a group of lectures are treated
as a series of tasks. Furthermore, in order to reduce the
maze, the problem can be divided into two sub issues: class-
room scheduling and time slot scheduling, respectively.
The time slot scheduling is similar to the conventional time-
tabling issue, the main contribution is to calculate the time-
table for the lectures. Compared to the time slot scheduling,
the classroom scheduling is more flexible with a number of
constraints posed to the designers. In particular, the class-
room scheduling needs to consider more constrained varia-
bles, such as the capacity of the classroom, the enrolled
student number, the multimedia facilities of the classroom,
and the teacher’s optional preference. These parameters
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significantly increase the complexity of the scheduling prob-
lem, which is quite time consuming to be calculated in the
client. Thus given the fixed time slot parameters, how to
efficiently allocate the classrooms with the constraints is
becoming one of the key issues to be figured out.

Another challenge is that if the complex computation is
solved by the educational programmer, then the quality of
scheduling depends on the experiences of the programmer,
the efficiency of the algorithm, and also the speed of the
computer. In order to alleviate the burden of the terminal
users, we can demonstrate the effectiveness of services-ori-
ented architecture (SOA) [2] in classroom scheduling
research paradigm. Traditionally SOA provides effective
measures with better flexibility and extensibility at lower
cost through adopting re-usable modules in software engi-
neering. From the exploration of the benefits of SOA con-
cepts, we can conclude that there are at least two significant
advantages through integrating SOA concepts into class-
room scheduling. First, it can largely reduce the design com-
plexity for classroom scheduling. This feature allows user to
employ a light-weight client, while all the scheduling
threads running on the server will map the different com-
puting resources as services. Second, due to the advantages
of SOA, the flexibility of the scheduling could be improved.
It can be easily adopted to fit in different level of
requirements.

To our best knowledge, few researches use SOA concepts
to solve the classroom scheduling problem. In this paper,
SmartClass introduces SOA concept to classroom schedul-
ing problem, and constructs a Services-Oriented framework
for classroom scheduling. The contributions of this paper
are listed as below:

1) First, SmartClass provides a light-weight classroom
scheduling architectural framework to alleviate the
burden of educational programmers.

2) Second, SmartClass regards different resources as
services, including classroom, student number,
teacher, interval and multimedia factors.

3) Finally, in order to efficiently reduce the complexity,
a greedy algorithm based approach is incorporated
to the SmartClass framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work and motivation is summarized in Section 2. Section 3
discusses the architecture and main concepts of SmartClass,
including architecture, processing flow, organization and
hierarchical models. The greedy based classroom schedul-
ing algorithm is also presented. Thereafter Section 4
describes the demonstration of SmartClass case studies.
Then Section 5 presents the detailed evaluation results of
efficiency and overheads. Finally, conclusion and further
work are presented in Section 6.

2 MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Problem Definition

The classroom scheduling problem is defined to find a solu-
tion that efficiently assigns a number of lectures to class-
rooms taking into consideration constraints like classroom
capacities and university regulations. The problem also
attempts to optimize the performance criteria and distribute
the courses fairly to classrooms depending on the ratio of

classroom capacities to course enrollments. The problem
is a classical scheduling problem and considered to be
NP-complete [1]. In prior to describing the architecture of
SmartClass, we need to figure out all the considerable
constraints.

First, the scheduling method includes the necessary
following constraints:

� A teacher cannot teach two classes at the same time;
� A student cannot follow two lectures at the same

time;
� Some teachers must have at least one day off during

the week (Optional);
� All the days of the week should be covered by the

time table;
� Subject X must have exactly so-and-so hours each

week;
� The seat number and multimedia demands should

be met.
Second, optional preferences should also be considered

at the same time:

� Each teachers schedule should be as compact as pos-
sible (i.e., the teacher should work all hours for the
day in a row with no pauses if possible);

� Teachers who have days off should be able to
express a preference on which day;

� Teachers who work part-time should be able to
express a preference whether to work in the begin-
ning or the end of the school day.

2.2 Related Work

Classroom based research has been widely conducted dur-
ing the past decades. Of these state-of-the-art literatures,
many formulations and algorithms have been proposed to
solve the traditional classroom scheduling problem. For
example, [3] presents a Flat Fading based method for Class-
room Instruction. However, as the authors use MATLAB
for simulation, therefore the computational complexity
could drag down the performance dramatically. In an
Upper-Division Engineering Course, [4] compares the effec-
tiveness of an inverted classroom to a traditional classroom.
Meanwhile, considerable number of algorithms are based
on local search techniques, namely hill climbing, simulated
annealing, and tabu search [5], [6]. Such algorithms cannot
prove unsatisfiability or guarantee that a solution is opti-
mal. In other words, if a solution is found, it cannot guaran-
tee that this solution has the best possible optimization cost.

Recently, [7] proposes an integer linear programming
approach to solve the scheduling problem. The ILP model is
developed and solved using the three advanced ILP solvers
based on generic algorithms and Boolean Satisfiability
(SAT) techniques [8]. The SAT problem is an important
problem in artificial intelligence and computer science and
has received considerable attention from researchers. The
authors have also successfully solved many complex engi-
neering problems using SAT including routing [9], power
optimization [10], and graph coloring [11], etc.

Simultaneously, the graph theory based approaches
are still focused on the scheduling problem. For example,
[12] and [13] both conduct a graph coloring scheme in
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scheduling. Of the two approaches, [12] propose a heuristic
approach to promote uniform distribution of courses over
the colors and also to balance course load for each time slot
over the available class rooms. In contrast, [13] present an
alternative graph coloring method for university timeta-
bling that incorporates room assignment during the color-
ing process. Similarly, in [14] a meta-heuristic algorithm
based on the principles of particle swarm optimization
(PSO) is proposed for course scheduling problem.

Meanwhile, Choice Function (CF) [15] and Simple
Random (SR) [16] techniques have been widely used to
investigate the performance of different hyper-heuristics
on the classroom scheduling problem. The authors in [17]
investigated that the hyper-heuristic with CF techniques
achieved the best performance comparing with other sim-
ilar approaches.

To sum up, most state-of-the-art related works have
serious drawbacks: (1) most of the scheduling approaches
are performed with high-complex algorithms, which are
not an effective or even practical solution for NP-Complete
scheduling; (2) the approaches of the scheduling schemes
are lack of modularity, which will cause excessive and
inefficient workloads for different objective of scheduling
methods. What’s worse, when some factors are modified
(e.g. lecture switching in the classroom scheduling prob-
lem), the algorithm must be reconsidered from the begin-
ning, which brings significant redesign and simulation
overheads.

2.3 The Novel Features of SmartClass

To tackle the above problems, this paper introduces SOA
concepts into classroom scheduling problem [18], to con-
struct a service-oriented scheduling framework SmartClass.
In this paper we present a services-based classroom sched-
uling mechanisms to utilize SOA architecture’s benefits.
The mechanism of classroom scheduling is implemented
with the mapping scheme between resources and services.
Based on this mechanism, in the paper we propose a class-
room scheduling prototype supporting following features:

1) First, SmartClass provides a light-weight classroom
scheduling architectural framework optimized with
multiple factors and targets in particular. This could
facilitate the educational programmers by easing the
burden of classroom scheduling.

2) Second, on the server side SmartClass regards
resources as services, including classroom, student
number, teacher, interval and multimedia. The soft-
ware services could be reused for fast prototyping.

3) Third, the scheduling algorithm is invisible to
terminal users. In order to efficiently reduce the
complexity, greedy algorithm and design space
exploration method are presented to maintain the
scheduling plan, respectively. Also other schedul-
ing methods can be easily adapted to SmartClass
framework.

3 SMARTCLASS ARCHITECTURE AND CONCEPTS

In this section, we first introduce the SmartClass architec-
ture model, followed by the SmartClass processing
flow. Thereafter, we introduce the underlying hierarchical

layers and the integrated services. Subsequently, we detail
the proposed algorithm to solve the classroom scheduling
problem.

3.1 Architecture Framework for SmartClass

Fig. 1 illustrates the high level architecture framework for
SmartClass. The main components of the system are
deployed as follows:

First, the classroom and user information are stored in
the database server. After the scheduling process, a class-
room list is provided as services to the educational pro-
grammers to user clients. In order to provide a flexible and
scalable service, data are packaged in the form of web serv-
ices deployed on the server.

From each user’s point of view, the client is a customized
web service that can be accessible via 3G, GPRS and WIFI
internet. After the users send their requests to the web serv-
ices, the main function running on the server is launched to
calculate the scheduled classroom and return the results to
the clients. The data communication is mainly based on
internet-based web services, in which data are packaged in
specific data formats (such as XML and JSON).

Moreover, SmartClass architecture provides a set of
back-stage control web pages which allow administrator to
work with database management. The classroom schedule
process can be performed either by the scheduling algo-
rithm, or operated by the administrator manually.

3.2 Processing Flow of SmartClass

SmartClass applies SOA concepts to solve the classroom
scheduling problem, which could facilitate educators in
classroom arrangement in each semester. Due to that the
scheduling functions are deployed as services, educational
programmers and teaching secretaries can be significantly
eased from scheduling the classroom resource manually.

The general processing flow of the SmartClass frame-
work is illustrated in Fig. 2. The system includes following
components:

1) First, both the lecture and classroom information is
modeled as the input of the scheduling scheme. The
class information can be abstracted into a five-
dimensional tuple T(I,C,S,Te,M), and the definition
of the parameters are listed in Table 1. In particular,
the interval parameter indicates the specific time slot
of the arranged lessons. For example, if 10 time slots
are divided for the entire school day, the interval

Fig. 1. Architecture framework for SmartClass.
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may set to [1], [2], [9], [10], referring to that the lec-
ture will be held as the first two lessons and the last
two lessons.

Similarly, the classroom information contains a
two-dimensional tuple C (Seat, M), in which the Seat
represents the available seat number, while the Bool-
ean variable M represents that whether the lecture
requires multimedia support.

2) The input data also contains services from different
resources, such as classroom, interval, multimedia
and teacher constraints.

3) SmartClass architecture provides a decoder that is
oriented from both the lecture and classroom input,
thereby it allows scheduling scheme to analyze the
detailed information. Once the data is decoded, then
the scheduling scheme can automatically map the
lectures to different classrooms simultaneously

Similarly, the classroom information also contains a two-
dimensional tuple C(Seat,M), in which the Seat represents
the available seat number, and M indicates the multimedia
support of the classroom.

3.3 SOA Architecture and Hierarchical Model

The service abstract model construction includes following
issues: which resources are modeled, how they are man-
aged, and what services are provided to the users. Fig. 3
illustrates the hierarchical models of the SOA architecture,

which consist of three layers: services layer, servant layer
and physical layer. The functionality of each layer is intro-
duced as below:

3.3.1 Services Layer

Services layer is composed of three modules: services pro-
vider, scheduler and transmitter.

First, services provider prepares service access points
(SAPs) to clients. Each SAP takes charge of one specific kind
of service. All the SAPs are provided based on data format
packaging mechanism. When a request arrives, the services
provider first decodes the target request to identify which
service is requested and then the specified request will be
sent to the service scheduler.

Fig. 2. General processing flow of SmartClass.

TABLE 1
Input Parameters of the Scheduling

ID Type Description

I Interval [StartTime, EndTime]
C Integer Classroom
S Integer Student Number
Te String Teacher Name
M Boolean Multimedia

Fig. 3. Hierarchical layer of servers.
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Second, services scheduler is in charge of service sched-
uling and mapping procedure. Each request for the client
may be decomposed into several service requests. Therefore
if more than one servant is available, then each service
request must be mapped and scheduled to a certain servant
dynamically, according to the system load-balancing status.
Hence, all the provided services are directly connected to a
composition and combination module.

Third, the services transmitter dispatches the sub-tasks to
different servants for execution. After a task is finished, the
results are collected by the services transmitter. Further-
more, a synchronization interface is provided to the sched-
uler when multiple services are returned at the same time.
In this situation, the scheduler should decide the priority of
the returned services dynamically.

Corresponding to the features of scheduling module,
SmartClass server provides five services, as is listed in
Table 2:

1) Classroom service: This service is in charge of pro-
viding available classroom information. The servant
receives ClassID as the input and returns available
classroom owned by ClassID in XML or JSON
formats.

2) Interval service: This service determines the output
of the timing interval for each proposed lecture. The
servant receives a ClassID as input, and return with a
list composing of all the available intervals.

3) Teacher Name service: This service provides the
teacher’s name of the selected service. The servant
receives a ClassID, and returns the teacher name in
string patterns.

4) Student Number service: The student number ser-
vice receives a ClassID as input parameter, while the
exact number of students enrolled in this lesson is
returned to the scheduling scheme for further
process.

5) Multimedia service: Multimedia service indicates
whether current lecture requires multimedia support
or not. Input is noted as ClassID, while the output
returns the Boolean values.

3.3.2 Servants Layer

As described above, services are mapped to different serv-
ants. In order to provide a complete match for each service
request, at lease one servant should be integrated for each
service. All the servants are efficiently managed to make
sure that each issued service request is mapped to a specific
servant. The data transmission between the servants layer
and services layer is through communication interfaces and
status checking interface.

In particular, the status checking interface is responsible
for providing synchronization information of servants for
services mapping and scheduling, such as loading-balanc-
ing and services bottleneck exploration. The services can be
migrated for load balancing at runtime.

3.3.3 Physical Layer

The physical layer consists of database and object-relation
(O-R) mapping mechanisms. In General, all the classroom
and lecture information are stored in databases, which may
locate in distribution physical machines. Dealing with the
state-of-the-art relation based database models, the OR
mapping methods are employed for object-oriented abstrac-
tions, such as Hibernate and Toplink.

3.4 Integrated Services

Table 2 illustrates several examples of communication
interfaces when users send their requests for a specific
service. All the requests are sent to the server with
the directly access with the parameter of ClassID. After
the servant finishes data base query with ClassID
key, the corresponding results will be packaged into
certain data format (JSON in Table 2) and sent back to
the scheduling process.

In order to provide the above services, currently we are
using REST web services framework for demonstrating the
five services. Table 2 refers to the proposed five services
description in RESTful web service manners. Each service is
deployed at an individual path, by which the scheduled
results are transferred with JSON format, after the input
parameters are well received.

TABLE 2
Communication Interfaces of Five Services

Name Request Responses Services Description

Get
Classroom

ClassID Classroom
No.

@Path(“/classroom/”) @GET
@Produces(“/application/xml,application/json”)
PublicList<Classroom>getClassroom(@QueryParam(“ClassID”) Long ClassID)

Get
Number

ClassID Student
Number

@Path(“/number/”) @GET
@Produces(“/application/xml,application/json”)
Public Int getStudentNo (@QueryParam(“ClassID”) Long ClassID)

Get
Name

ClassID Teacher
Name

@Path(“/number/”) @GET
@Produces(“/application/xml,application/json”)
Public String get TeacherName (@QueryParam(“ClassID”) Long ClassID)

Get
Interval

ClassID Timing
Interval

@Path(“/Interval/”) @GET
@Produces(“/application/xml,application/json”)
Public List get Interval (@QueryParam(“ClassID”) Long ClassID)

Get
Multimedia

ClassID Multimedia
Configurations

@Path(“/multimedia/”) @GET
@Produces(“/application/xml,application/json”)
Public Boolean get Multimedia (@QueryParam(“ClassID”) Long ClassID)
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3.5 Greedy Based Classroom Scheduling Algorithm

With respect to the scheduling process at server, we utilize a
greedy algorithm based scheduling approach. The proce-
dure of the scheduling algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4.
More specifically, the main scheduling procedure is com-
posed of four steps:

3.5.1 Initialization

In the initialization phase all the classes are divided into two
sets: all the classes those have been mapped to certain class-
rooms belong to DoneT, while the unmapped classes are
included in UndoneT. Furthermore, the occupied class-
rooms are considered as AvailC.

In the initialization of the algorithm, since no classes
have been mapped to any classrooms, both the DoneT and
AvailC are empty, and UndoneT is equal to T.

3.5.2 Exclude the Time Interval Conflict

The classroom scheduling method contains multiple itera-
tions. During each iteration, greedy algorithm is applied
that a lesson with the longest interval is selected with high-
est priority. In the mapping procedure, if a classroom set
Preset (C) is selected, then all the classrooms that have time
interval conflicts with current class are ruled out.

3.5.3 Detect the Seat and Multimedia Conflict

After the time interval conflict is eliminated, the available
classroom sets are selected as Preset (C). Then the next step
is to take the seat and multimedia factors into consideration.
All the seat and multimedia conflicts are removed from the
Preset (C), and A Subset (C) is selected from Preset (C).

3.5.4 Identify the Final Classroom

In the final stage, the selected classroom is identified from
the Subset (C). Two pre-references are taken into account: 1)
First, if a classroom that is already used by another lesson is
still available for the current class, then it should be used
with high priority. Otherwise, a new classroom could be
selected. 2) Second, if multiple classrooms are suitable for

current class, then a classroom that has the least seats
should be chosen.

We describe scheduling procedure in pseudo code, as
illustrated in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1. Classroom Scheduling Algorithm

1 Input: Class Spaces T(I,C,S,Te,M)
2 Output: Selected classroom Ci.
3 DoneT ¼Ø, UndoneT ¼ T, AvailC ¼Ø
4 //Initialization:

Repeat
6
7 Select t 2 T and t->I is the max
8 8 Tj 2DoneT && Tj.I \ Ti.I 6¼ ø, Tj.C =2 Preset(C)
9 //Exclude the time conflict

10
11 Subset(C) � Preset(C)
12 8 Ci 2Subset(C), Ci. Seat > Ti. S && Ci. M ¼ Ti. M
13 //Exclude seat and multimedia conflict
14
15 IF AvailC\Subset(C) ¼ ø,
16 THEN SELECT Ci 2 Subset (C) WHERE Ci.

Seat ¼MIN(Cj. Seat) (8 Cj2Subset (C))
17 ELSE
18 SELECT Ci 2 AvailC\Subset(C) WHERE Ci.

Seat ¼MIN(Cj. Seat) (8 Cj2AvailC\Subset(C))
19 //Identify the classroom
20 end

The input of the algorithm is the class spaces set T and
the output the classroom for each class, as described in the
Line 1�2. The DoneT set includes the lessons that have been
assigned with a classroom. In contrast, UndoneT indicates
the classes that have not been arranged. AvailC refers to the
classrooms that have been occupied by DoneT. At start-up,
both DoneT and AvailC are initialized to empty set, while
UndoneT is set to T.

Subsequently, the class that has the longest duration time
in the T will be scheduled at first. For each selected class,
first the time conflict with the classes that have been already
scheduled should be excluded, as presented from Line 7�9.
Then other significant constraints like the seat and multime-
dia conflict should be removed, as is described in Line
11�13. Finally Line 15�19 identifies the final classroom.

Let N be the scale of the classroom spaces and M is the
scale of the lecture space, from the description we can get
the complexity of the algorithm is O (M �N).

4 A CASE STUDY

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the SmartClass architec-
ture, we evaluate the SmartClass with a real classroom
scheduling application.

4.1 Demonstration Input Arrays

A sample test case is illustrated with eight lectures and
four classrooms. The five-dimensional lecture tuple T(I,C,S,
Te,M) and two-dimensional classroom tuple C(Seat,M) are
described in Table 3.

The basic input includes both lecture and classroom
datasets. On one hand, for lecture information, a five-
dimensional tuple is given as the features include

Fig. 4. Scheduling process.
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[StartTime, EndTime], Classroom, Student Number,
Teacher Name and Multimedia. For instances, T1 ([1], [2],
[9], [10], C, 100,”Cheung”,Y) indicates that the lecture T1 is
taken at 1-2 and the 9-10 time slots. The lecture is given by
Professor Cheung, and requires a classroom can accommo-
date 100 students with a multimedia support. By the time
of the input process, it is clear that the classroom has not
been selected yet, therefore the Classroom is denoted as
“C” instead of a specific value. On the other hand, the
classroom information includes the seat number and the
Multimedia features.

4.2 Scheduling Process

The scheduling procedure should decide the priority for
all the lectures. Regarding the input lectures from T1 to
T8, the scheduling order of the lectures is T3, T4, T5, T7,
T1, T2, T6 and T8, sorted by descending order of the tim-
ing intervals. Fig. 5 illustrates the detailed scheduling
procedure and the experimental results. In particular, for
each scheduling step, the Preset, Subset and the selected
classroom is described as below:

- For T3, Preset ¼ {C1,C2,C3,C4}, Subset ¼ {C1,C3},
and final selected classroom is C3.

- For T4, Preset ¼ {C1,C2,C4}, Subset ¼ {C2,C4}, and
final selected classroom is C2.

- For T5, Preset ¼ {C1,C2, C4}, Subset ¼ {C2,C4}, and
final selected classroom is C2.

- For T7, Preset ¼ {C1, C4}, Subset ¼ {C3}, and final
selected classroom is C3.

- For T1, Preset ¼ {C1, C4}, Subset ¼ {C1,C4}, and final
selected classroom is C4.

- For T2, Preset ¼ {C1,C2}, Subset ¼ {C2}, and final
selected classroom is C2.

- For T6, Preset ¼ {C1, C4}, Subset ¼ {C1,C4}, and final
selected classroom is C4.

- For T8, Preset ¼ {C1,C2,C3,C4}, Subset ¼ {C2,C3},
and final selected classroom is C2.

- Finally, the final classroom set is a combination of all
the available classroom IDs, which results in the
AvailC is {C2,C3,C4}.

4.3 Timing Complexity Analysis

The above case study demonstrates the effectiveness of
the SmartClass concepts and the timing complexity for
the algorithm. Since the time complexity of our proposed
greedy algorithm is only O(M�N), SmartClass approach
is less timing consuming than most state-of-the-art evolu-
tional algorithm literatures. In contrast, the ILP and
greedy algorithm always provide an alternative low tim-
ing complexity solution. From [5], which converts the
classroom scheduling problem into a 0-1 ILP problem,
and its timing complexity is O(M � N þ k), where the
parameter k indicates the number of course restrictions.
Generally k is a constant value which means the introduc-
tion of the greedy algorithm employed in this paper is
similar to the ILP approaches. Furthermore our Smart-
Class framework is loose coupled to the proposed sched-
uling algorithms, thus it leverages the modularity of
different resources and provides a promising metrics to
the combination with ILP approaches as well as other
scheduling algorithms.

5. EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY AND OVERHEADS

In order evaluate the efficiency and overhead metrics of the
SmartClass architecture, we present a detailed quantitative
results and data analysis.

TABLE 3
A Demonstration Testcase

Input T(I,C,S,Te,M) C(Seat,M)

T1([1-2,9-10],C, 100,“Cheung”,Y) C1(150,Y)
T2([4-5,9-10],C, 50,“Lee”,N) C2(50,N)
T3([3-4,11-15],C, 75,“Wong”,Y) C3(100,N)
T4([6-8,12-15],C, 50,“Chung”,N) C4(120,Y)
T5([1-3,18-20],C, 50,“Yang”,N)
T6([4-5,12-13],C, 80,“Lee”,Y)
T7([1-3,8-9],C, 100,“Zhao”,N)
T8([16-17],C, 50,“Lew”,N)

Fig. 5. The scheduling results for the test case. Different classrooms are filled with distinct colors. The right part illustrates the scheduling process of
the eight subjects, in which x-axis represents the time line, while the y-axis is the scheduling order. For each subject, a specific classroom is assigned,
and class C1 is unnecessary finally.
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5.1 Efficiency

The efficiency is a major concern of the scheduling algo-
rithm. We use a similar case as [19] to measure the efficiency
of the greedy based scheduling.

A large number of systematically designed experiments
have been performed on different number of cases (5, 10, 15,
20) with differing complexity (15-course simple, 15-course
complex, and 20-course simple cases). The complex cases
and simple cases are defined in the [19]. Table 4 is presented
by the authors in [19], which shows average percentages of
experimental results that have found a match in these cases.

5.2 Overheads Evaluation

The advantage of the SmartClass is to alleviate the burden
of the terminal users. However, a side effect is the commu-
nication overheads between the central server and the ter-
minal users. The overheads contain two fold:

1) With respect to the execution on the server, it
would be favorable to evaluate the time required
by the algorithms to compute an output. We have
evaluated the execution time of classroom schedul-
ing problems that find a match. Experimental
results in Table 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the exe-
cution time.

Experiments have shown that we the calculation
can get a linear execution time, growing from
10.51 seconds to 17.99 seconds, when the number
of courses increases from 5 to 20. Results on the
execution time demonstrate that the SmartClass
approach is able to achieve a satisfying scalability.

2) Regarding the response time of the terminal users, it
will be also useful to measure the response time,
which stands for the data communication time
between the terminal users and the central server.
We measured the data communication overheads.
Table Table 6 and Fig. 7 demonstrate that the data
transfer takes only less than 1.5 seconds while the

execution takes more than 20 seconds. The data
transfer time is quite insignificant comparing to
the execution.

Another perspective is the scalability analysis of the data
transfer time. Experiments have shown that the data trans-
fer time increases from 0.09 seconds to 0.71 seconds, when
the number of courses increases from 5 to 20.

5.3 Comparison with State-of-the-arts

To comparing our scheduling algorithm with the state-of-
the-art scheduling methodologies, we have measured the
performance rankings of general greedy based scheduling,
the choice function [15] scheduling and simple random [16]
scheduling. Table 7 illustrates the calculated success ratios
(the ratio of successful runs in which the optimal solution is
found to the total number of runs), the average best fitness
values and the average best duration values of the tests. The
results show that greedy based algorithm, in the overall,
performs better than SR and CF methods. Anyway, the
focus of this paper is the SOA concepts, therefore the greedy
selection algorithm can be replaced by other similar
approaches.

5.4 Discussion of the Limitations

In this Section we discuss the limitations of the proposed
approach from the experimental results.

1) Due to that the classroom scheduling is a NP-
Complete problem; therefore in some cases the
scheduler is not able to find an optimal result.
As is revealed from Section 5.1, the successful rate
for the greedy scheduling can achieve up to
98 percent, which is acceptable in most cases.

TABLE 4
Average Percent of Classroom Scheduling Problems

That Find a Match in the Case Base

Number of
cases in the
case base

15-course
simple

case base

15-course
complex
case base

20-course
simple

case base

5 76.67% 78.3% 95%
10 90% 90% 95%
15 90% 98.33% 95%
20 90% 98.33% 95%

TABLE 5
Execution Time of Classroom Scheduling Problems (Seconds)

Number of
lessons

15-course
simple

15-course
complex

20-course
simple

5 10.51 11.00 15.01
10 12.92 13.47 19.96
15 14.55 16.01 21.40
20 17.99 19.07 28.99

Fig. 6. Execution time.

TABLE 6
Data Transfer Time of Classroom Scheduling

Problems (Seconds)

Number of
cases in the
case base

15-course
simple

case base

15-course
complex
case base

20-course
simple

case base

5 0.09 0.11 0.19
10 0.18 0.21 0.36
15 0.36 0.38 0.72
20 0.71 0.74 1.43
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2) Regarding the performance of the proposed
approach with state-of-the-arts, experimental results
in Table 7. The execution time of the greedy based
scheduling is much less than the SR and CF func-
tions. Also, from the timing complexity analysis in
Section 4.3, the greedy based approach has a very
close complexity with the ILP based approaches. The
experimental results are derived from state-of-the-
art literatures such as [15] and [16], which demon-
strates the SOA concept can be used in many differ-
ent situations.

3) Scalability analysis: A significant advantage against
state-of-the-arts is the scalability. As we use SOA
architecture in the framework design, therefore the
SmartClass can easily incorporate different schedul-
ing algorithms. Meanwhile, the communication
overhead is quite scalable with the increase of the
number of courses.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has proposed SmartClass, which introduces
services-oriented concept into conventional classroom
scheduling approach. Each type of resources is abstracted
as a service and the services are provided to the terminal
users. Greedy based scheduling is incorporated into the
SmartClass framework to calculate the results. Experimen-
tal results on case studies illustrate that SmartClass can effi-
ciently improve the flexibility and scalability. Due to that
the SmartClass architecture operates the scheduling process
at server side, therefore it could significantly alleviate the
burden of the educational programmers.

The initial results are promising but the study is still
undergoing since there are a lot of directions worth pur-
suing. Future work includes following subjects: First, we
are to extend the server to distributing cloud systems to
achieve high throughput and integration of services.
Second, we also plan to integrate the timing interval
design-space-exploration into the scheduling scheme to
get optimized solution. Last but not least, the greedy
strategy utilized in this paper could be replaced by other
alternative scheduling schemes, such as the ILP and
graph theoretical methodologies.
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